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ACTIONS : MUTATIONS : REVISIONS : FORMATIONS 
an Adoration Exhibition | ArtPrize September 19 – October 7, 2012 

 
Art critic Jerry Saltz has described ArtPrize as, “ terrifying and thrilling”. Adoration, a Detroit based 
curatorial and residency program will carry his sentiment into the heart of ArtPrize 2012 with a site-specific 
public art exhibition titled Actions : Mutations : Revisions : Formations. The Adoration curatorial team: 
Louis Casinelli, Clare Fox, and Melissa Vogley-Woods, has brought together 30 artists for the group 
exhibition. The international conglomerate of artists promises to expand on the terrors and thrills of the 
ArtPrize experiment.  
 
The Adoration exhibition is a dual-location project anchored in downtown Grand Rapids at Calder 
(Vandenberg) Plaza, an unassuming, yet vast, concrete space in Grand Rapids’ municipal district with a 
backdrop of banks, City, State and Federal offices, and two monumental public sculptures core to the canon 
of modern art. Additionally, Adoration has taken on the challenge of curating the Grand Rapids Police 
Department. The GRPD will serve as a stage for an ongoing video installation that documents the happenings 
and events programmed for Calder Plaza. The two locales will be linked through the exhibit’s programming 
by the artifacts of captured video and social media.  
 
Calder Plaza will be a base for a populist infusion of art. Viewers can expect to see a multimedia spectrum of 
installations, sculpture, performance, and ongoing programming throughout ArtPrize. Artists will be placing, 
erecting, staging, collaborating, and performing in an on-going spectacle of visceral engagement. The quiet, 
buttoned-up business center of Calder Plaza will mutate into a kinetic venue of wonder and experiential 
synthesis. The transformation begins on Wednesday September 19 and runs through Sunday October 7. 
 
Although the 30 artists span a vast variety of mediums, concepts, and studio practices, they have been 
selected and organized into four transformative “chapters” by the Adoration curatorial team. On September 
19th, ArtPrize will open and the Actions : Mutations : Revisions : and Formations exhibition will be 
exposed, filtered, and assimilated through the populist and professional methods and mechanisms of the 
event. After 3 weeks of viewing, voting, politicking, jurying, and pandering, the ArtPrize audience will be 
left with a decision – a $200,000 decision.  
 
Terrors & Thrills (Highlights) 

• Leslie Friedman, Philadelphia, PA, will create a sculptural-installation in the form of a half-pipe 
skateboard ramp to explore the corollary taboos of public skateboarding and Jewish heritage. 

• Laura Iaasac, Kansas City, MO is on the adventure of a 10,000 hour knitting project. She will engage 
the first NEA funded, public sculpture, Calder’s La Grand Vitesse by draping it with large knit ropes. 

• Jessie Blackmer, Columbus, OH, will create a glass installation inspired by the organic flora of 
Calder Plaza with an on-going performance of live glass making and flame working. 

• Lauri Lynnx Murphy, Denver, CO, is composing a participatory performance inspired by the Occupy 
Movement and centered on the practice of seed bombing. Participants will be encouraged to leave 
the plaza with a seed bomb to spread the narrative of her performance. 

• Sarah Haas, Champaign, IL will join Adoration’s exhibit with her Eco-Mobile Stage, a cross-country 
performance venue. She will also collaborate with other Adoration artists to host their performances, 
gatherings, and demonstrations on her mobile stage. 

 
Artist roster and full schedule of performances and programming: www.adorationdetroit.com/artprize. 
Adoration is headed by Clare Fox, MFA Ohio State University and Louis Nicholas Casinelli III, BFA Wayne 
State University and is based in Detroit’s historic Eastern Market, a burgeoning arts district.  
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